Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
DON GIOVANNI
Sept. 8/19 - Oct. 12 at the E.T.A.-Hoffmann-Theatre, Bamberg

Exclusively for members of the workshop:

- Masterclass with Angelika Kirchschlager
- Italian for opera and singer coaching with Valentina di Taranto
- Orchestra workshop for historical performance practices: Prof. John Holloway (Strings), Pilar Montoya Chica (Piano Forte), a.o.
- Chamber music and audition coaching by members of the Bamberg Symphony.

www.sommer-oper-bamberg.de
It’s showtime for Europe’s finest young musicians

Have you ever dreamed about taking part in a professional opera production? The prestigious workshop “Sommer Oper Bamberg” will give you an unique opportunity to gain this valuable experience. This year’s program contains six performances of Mozart’s “Don Giovanni”, an orchestral workshop for historical performance practices and a chamber music concert. Apart from the cultural exchange with artists from all over Europe, you will have the chance to work with well-known professionals such as Angelika Kirchsichlager for the singers of the workshop. The orchestra will be trained in groups by highly experienced tutors for early music. A great way to enhance your stylistic repertoire for your orchestral career! The stage director will be theatre manager Rainer Lewandowski, conductor and artistic director for the whole workshop will be Till Fabian Weser.

You can apply online until April 15, 2013 at: www.sommer-oper-bamberg.de

Conditions:
- No workshop fees
- Free accommodation
- Financial subsidy for meals

Project partners:
Conservatories & universities:
Linz (bruckneruni.at)
Maastricht (maastrichtacademyofmusic.com)
Salamanca (coesscy.com)

Local partner:
E.T.A. Hoffmann Theater
Internationales Künstlerhaus Villa Concordia
Richard-Wagner Verband

European & national partner:
Agentur artisteninternational, Berlin
Landestheater Coburg
Vox Ivenalis, Brno

Sponsoring:
Deutsche Bank
SCHAEFFLER